We study the factorization and resummation of the ttW ± production at hadron colliders. The cross section in the threshold limit can be factorized into a convolution of hard and soft functions and parton distribution functions with the soft-collinear effective theory. We calculate the nextto-leading order soft function for the associated production of the heavy quark pair and colorless particle, and we perform the resummation calculation with the next-to-next-to-leading logarithms accuracy. Our results show that the resummation effects reduce the dependence of the cross section on the scales significantly and increase the total cross section by 7−13% compared with NLO QCD results.
I. INTRODUCTION
s 4 =ŝ +t +û, which correspond to the production threshold kinematics [17] , pair-invariant mass (PIM) kinematics [18, 19] and single particle inclusive(1PI) kinematics [20, 21] , respectively. The production threshold kinematics cannot be directly used in the resummation for ttW ± production and we do not consider this case in this paper. As shown in Ref. [21] , the resummation predictions in 1PI kinematics are susceptible to large power corrections at the LHC, and the results in PIM kinematics seem more reliable for top quark pair production.
Therefore, for ttW ± production at the LHC, we choose the PIM kinematics threshold where
(1 − z) = 1 − M 2 /ŝ → 0 with M the invariant mass of the ttW ± . In this case, the logarithms α n s [ln m (1 − z)/(1 − z)] + with m ≤ 2n − 1 are induced in the perturbative expansion of the strong coupling constant α s , which could spoil the convergence of the expansion. These logarithms can be resummed to to all orders in α s using renormalization group method. In general, in this threshold limit, the cross section can be factorized into a convolution of hard and soft functions as [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The cross section for ttW ± production can be written as
where H, S, and f N are the hard function, soft function and parton distribution function, respectively. The short distance information is encoded into the Wilson coefficients, which is described by the hard function. The soft function contains all the effects coming from emitting soft gluons by the colored initial and final states. The hard function and soft functions can be calculated order by order in QCD at the hard scale and soft scale, respectively. Then all the scales evolve to the common scale to resum the large logarithms. In this paper, we calculate the soft function at the NLO level, and then perform the threshold resummation with the NLO+NNLL accuracy.
This paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we briefly derive the factorization formula in the threshold region for ttW ± production. In Sec. III we present the results of the NLO hard and soft functions. Then we show the renormalization group equations for the hard and soft functions in Sec. IV. By solving these RG equations, the final resummation formula is given in this section. In Sec. V, we discuss the numerical results for the resummation at the LHC. Finally, we conclude in Sec. VI.
II. FACTORIZATION FORMULA
In this section, we briefly show the factorization formula for ttW ± production based on SCET and heavy-quark effective theory (HQET) [34] . SCET is developed as a useful tool to deal with soft and collinear radiations. And here HQET is used to describe the interactions between the soft gluon and the top quark pair in the final states. Because the W boson is colorless, the factorization procedure shares some similarities with the case of the top pair production, which has been discussed in detail in Refs. [18, 35] .
We consider the process
where N 1 and N 2 are the incoming hadrons and X is an inclusive hadronic final state. At the LO, the process is
where p 1 = x 1 P 1 and p 2 = x 2 P 2 . It is convenient to introduce the following kinematic invariants:
The threshold limit we are interested in is (1 − z) → 0, wherê
In this region only the soft radiations in the final state are allowed and (1 − z) 2ŝ defines the soft scale. For later convenience, we introduce two lightlike vectors n andn along the directions of the colliding partons. With these two vectors, any four-vector can be written
Therefore, the momenta of the initial parton can be written as p It is similar to the factorization procedure of threshold resummation for top quark pair production in the quark-antiquark annihilation channel [18, 35] . In order to derive the explicit expression of the factorization formula in SCET, we start from the effective Hamiltonian for ttW production, which can be written as
where the index I and m label different color structures and Dirac structures, respectively. 
Here we suppress the arguments for the Wilson lines because of many independent kinematic variables involved.
The effective operators in SCET in Eq. (7) are given by
In the above, χ n , h v are gauge-invariant fields for collinear quarks, heavy quarks in SCET [36, 37] [38, 39] . The basis in the color space is denoted by c I , which we choose as
Using these bases, we define the vectors of Wilson coefficients as
Due to the fact that the fields in different sectors of the effective theory do not interact with each other, after absorbing the corresponding interactions into Wilson lines, the partonic differential cross section can be expressed as
where p s denotes the four-momentum of soft radiations. Here, we introduce the symbol O m which is defined as
The hard function is a matrix in the color space, which is given by
Then we define the soft function in the position space as the vacuum expectation value of
Wilson loops,
which is also a matrix in color space. And in the momentum space the soft function is given by S(
Using the following identity
Eq. (14) can be expressed as
where dΠ 3 are
Then the differential cross section at hadron colliders is
where C(z, µ) is the hard-scattering kernel, which is given by
The variable ff iī is the convolution of the PDFs, which is defined as
III. THE HARD FUNCTION AND SOFT FUNCTION
In this section we first summarize the results of the hard function and then show the NLO soft function. The hard function is the absolute value squared of the Wilson coefficients of the operators, which can be obtained by matching the full theory onto SCET. The perturbation expansion of the hard function can be written as
The LO hard function H (0) is simple to calculate. For the NLO hard function H (1) , the external particles are chosen on shell, and the loop integrals in SCET vanish in dimensional regularization because scaleless. The NLO hard function is exactly the same with the renormalized virtual corrections for the ttW ± production. The NLO calculations for the ttW ± production have also been performed in Refs. [7, 10] . And the NLO hard function we need can be extracted from the MadLoop [10] , which makes use of CutTools [40] and OneLoop [41] . As a cross check, we use the anomalous dimension of the hard function [42] [43] [44] to predict the divergence and the scale dependent terms in the NLO hard function. And we find that these terms are consistent with those from MadLoop.
Now we turn to the soft function. It is convenient to work with the Laplace transformed function of the soft function. With the definition in Eq. (18), the soft functions can be given
The perturbation expansion of the soft function can be written as
At the LO, the soft function is independent of the L and µ , which is Figure 1 shows the diagrams for the NLO soft function, which can be calculated using the operator definition in SCET or using the eikonal approximation in the full theory. The bare soft function can be written as
where the w ij represents the NLO color matrices, which is defined as These color matrices are
The integrals I ij are defined as
where v i is the velocity of the corresponding particle i. It is obvious that the integrals I ij are symmetric in the indices i and j. The integrals I 11 , I 22 vanish because of massless external particles. And the integral I 12 and I 33 are the same with those in Ref. [18] . The other integrals need to be recalculated here due to the difference between the kinematic conditions for tt and ttW ± production. The non vanishing integrals are collected as follows
3 ,
12 ,
where θ 3 and θ 4 are the angle between the top quark and anti-top quark momentum and z axes , respectively, and
If we remove the momentum of the W boson, .i.e. set p 1 + p 2 = p 3 + p 4 , the soft function here turns into that for top pair production, which is consistent with the results from Ref. [18] . Furthermore, the real emissions of NLO corrections in the soft limit were present in Ref. [4, 5] , where the NLO corrections to the massive bottom quark pair production in association with W ± boson are calculated. As a check, we transform the soft function to the momentum space, and find they are consistent with the results in Ref. [5] . The soft functions presented here can be used to all the processes of heavy quark pair production associated with colorless particle at the hadron colliders.
IV. RENORMALIZATION GROUP EVOLUTION AND THE THRESHOLD RE-

SUMMATION
With SCET, the resummation of large logarithms is achieved by evolving the hard function and soft function from the hard scale µ h and soft scale µ s to the factorization scale µ f .
In this section, we will introduce the RG evolution of the hard and soft function, respectively.
The resummation formula and its expansion to fixed order are also presented below.
A. RG evolution and resummation
The RG evolution of the hard functions is similar to the one for top quark pair production, which is given by
The anomalous dimension Γ H can be obtained by applying the results derived in Ref. [42] [43] [44] , which can be written as 
where γ cusp , γ q and γ Q are the cusp anomalous dimension, light quark field anomalous dimension, and heavy quark field anomalous dimension, respectively. The results for these anomalous dimensions can also be found in Refs. [42] [43] [44] .
The solution to Eq. (35) is given by
where
The functions S(µ h , µ) and a Γ are defined as
where β(α) is the QCD β function and Γ
The above equation can be solved through the method introduced in Refs. [45, 46] . The matrix γ h (α s ) can be obtained from the following equation:
Finally, the RG improved hard function is
The cross section at the threshold region is independent of the factorization scale, and then we have
where ff is the convolution of the parton distribution functions. The RG equation of ff is
From Eq. (43), we find that the momentum-space soft function obeys the following integrodifferential equation:
where γ s (α s ) = γ h (α s )+2γ φ (α s ) 1 . With the Laplace transformation, the nonlocal evolution equation for the soft function is turned into a local one. The evolution equation after the Laplace transformation is given by
This differential equation can be solved with the same method as for the hard function. The solution in the momentum space is
Here µ s is the soft scale where the perturbative expansion of the soft function is well behaved.
This result is well defined for η > 0. When −1 < η < 0, the solution can be obtained by analytic continuation,
Combining the RG solutions of hard and soft function, the RG improved hard-scattering kernel is collected as follows
Based on the above expressions, the logarithms in the threshold region are resummed to all orders. In the following calculations, the counting scheme is the same with Ref. [23] . To include the subleading terms in (1 − z), we need to match the resummed prediction to the fixed order results. Here the prediction with NLO+NNLL accuracy is defined as
B. The NLO leading singular terms
To explore the necessary of the resummation, we show the leading singular terms from expanding the resummed formula here and compare with the NLO results. The leading singular terms can be obtained by setting µ h = µ s = µ f = µ in Eq. (51). Thus, we take the derivatives with respect to η and then set the limit η → 0, which can be achieved by the replacements: where P n (z) is plus distribution of the form
The integration of plus distribution is defined as Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distribution from the leading singular terms and the NLO results with the CT10NLO PDF [47] . It can be found that the leading singular terms are dominate in all the invariant mass regions and the threshold resummation effects are also important in the region τ ≪ 1. It is because that the convolution of the parton distribution functions falls off fast for τ /z → 1 so that the contributions coming from the case of τ /z ≪ 1 are dominant, which is so-called dynamical threshold enhancement [23] . This leads that the leading singular terms contribute about 91% of the NLO total cross section at the 8 TeV LHC and about 87% at the 13 TeV LHC. The difference between the NLO leading singular terms and the NLO predictions come from the contribution of the subleading terms.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the numerical results of the resummation predictions at the G F = 1.166390×10 −5 GeV −2 . We use the CTEQ6l [48] , CT10NLO [47] and CT10NNLO [49] PDF sets as the LO, NLO and NNLO PDFs, respectively. And the associated strong coupling constant α s are used. Here, the LO and NLO predictions are calculated with the LO and NLO PDF, respectively. The resummation predictions at NLL and NNLL are with NLO PDF and NNLO PDF. It is because that the resummation terms include a bulk of the perturbative corrections appearing one order higher in α s compared with the fixed order results.
A. Determination of the scales
The soft scale should be chosen where the perturbative series of the soft function are 
The and fix order predictions depends on µ f . To choose an appropriate factorization scale, we calculate the differential cross section dσ/dM at M=600 and M=1000 GeV as a function of µ f for both fixed order and resummation predictions, respectively, which are shown in Fig. 5 .
The leading singular terms are dominant at the NLO and have the similar dependence on µ f with the NLO results. Therefore, we only show the µ f dependence of the leading singular terms. It can be found that the LO results and the leading singular terms are more unstable at small µ f , and the NNLL resummation results are almost independent on µ f . We choose the µ f = M as the default value for the factorization scale.
B. RG improved predictions
In Table I , we show the dependence of the resummation predictions for the total cross section on scales. Here, the uncertainties are obtained through varying the scales independently in the range of M/2 < µ f < 2M, M/2 < µ h < 2M and µ def s /2 < µ s < 2µ respectively. It can be seen that the uncertainties arising from the variation of µ h , µ s and µ f are about 2%, 4%, and 1%, respectively. Figure 6 shows the NNLL invariant mass distribution for ttW + production and its scale uncertainties. The NLO bands are due to the change of the factorization scale and the renormalization scales independently by a factor of 2 and the NNLL uncertainties arise from varying the scales in the range mentioned above.
From Fig. 6 , we can see that the NNLL predictions reduce the scale uncertainties to a level of about 4%, which are much smaller than the ones of NLO results. Now, we turn to the NLO+NNLL predictions for invariant mass distribution as shown in The K-factor is defined as the NNLL 2 total cross section divided by the NLO one.
scale and factorization scale as µ r = µ f = M and vary the scales independent by a factor of 2. Note that the fixed order results is different with those in Refs. [1, 12] because of the different choice of scales. It can be seen that the scale uncertainties of the NLO+NNLL distributions are reduced significantly. In the small invariant mass region for M < 700 GeV, the uncertainties are less than 1/3 of the ones of NLO results, while in the large invariant mass region they are comparable. The uncertainties in the large invariant mass region mainly come from the subleading terms of the fixed order results in qg channel. And the uncertainties due to the power suppressed corrections are about 1% at the 7 TeV and 8 TeV LHC and less than 2% at the 13 TeV and 14 TeV LHC. In Table II , we show the total cross sections for the fixed order and resummation predictions, where NNLL 1 and NNLL 2 mean the NNLL resummed predictions matched with the NLO results ofchannel and the total NLO results, respectively. The difference between NNLL 1 and NNLL 2 arises from the real corrections in qg channel, which enlarges the scale uncertainties of the total cross section as mentioned before. As shown in Table II , comparing to the NLO results, the threshold resummation reduces the scale dependence from about ±10% to about ±5% for both the ttW + and ttW − productions at different collider energies. The K-factor is defined as the NNLL 2 total cross sections divided by the NLO ones. Table II shows that the resummation increases the total cross section by about 7% for ttW + production and about 10% for ttW − production.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the threshold resummation for ttW ± production at the LHC with SCET. We briefly show the factorization formula in the threshold limit where the cross section can be factorized into a convolution of hard and soft functions and the PDFs. We present the analytical expression of the NLO soft function for this process, which can also be used in other processes of heavy quark pair production in association with colorless particle, and we perform the threshold resummation calculations by evolving the hard and soft functions to a common scale. Compared with NLO QCD results, the NLO+NNLL predictions increase the total cross section by about 7% − 13% and reduce the dependence of the total and differential cross section on the scales significantly, which makes our results more reliable than the fixed-order results.
